Death on the Ferry

When the ferry from Calais arrived in Dover, one passenger was discovered murdered. The police identified 32 suspects – all French nationals. They also discovered five clues giving information about the murderer. The clues are partly in French and the police need some help solving the clues to find out who the murderer is.

The clues are in the form of jigsaws. Each clue is written on the outside of the jigsaw and is read anti-clockwise starting with the underlined word.

Clue 1 – Match months, days of the week and seasons to make a hexagon.

Clue 2 – Link up French numbers with digits to form a triangle.

Clue 3 – Identify French body parts to form a rhombus.

Clue 4 – Pair the English and French words for various animals to form a square.

Clue 5 – If you have a good knowledge of French colours, you should be able to form a rectangle.

Bonne chance!